
Dear Clients, 

 

Although it has been rare that I communicate with all of you at once, the recent COVID-19 

pandemic and National Emergency compels me to do so. 

 

First of all, I hope that all of you stay safe and healthy.  There is no telling how this will effect us 

all in the short and longterm.  It is obviously like nothing we've ever seen as a society.  I pray for 

you and your family and hope this emergency ultimately makes us better people, a better country 

and a better world.  As all schools in Washington state are closed until April 24, I look forward 

to spending more time with my family. 

 

Secondly, I wanted to let you know that I am still keeping appointments and operating under my 

regular schedule.  In my duel role as business owner and President of the Healing Arts Center, I 

am honored to provide my gift and my leadership to the community during a very difficult and 

stressful time. Myprofession is governed by the WA State Department of Health and I will be 

following their recommendations and mandates for operating a massage business during this 

National and State emergency. 

 

 Although the intimate contact associated with massge might seem conterintuitive and vulnerable 

to possible exposure, I believe The Healing Arts Center is one of the most controlled and safest 

environments in our community.  Far more than many businesses that are still open and offering 

service to the community (such as banks, hardware stores and even grocery stores), we already 

have the benefit of a built in culture of hygiene and sanitation in our practices.  Our clients may 

need us now more than ever.  As anxiety and stress levels rise, people may be seeking out 

massage, acupuncture, counseling, herbal and nutrition services.  I consider what we offer to the 

community as essential services. 

 

I am relaying new protocol and information that we have implemented at The Healing Arts 

Center effective immediately and until further notice.  As things are changing rapidly, I will be 

sure to update you if any of the following is no longer vaild. 

 

With our additional measures that I am sending now, I hope we can be a proud example to the 

community of staying open for business while demonstrating the strength of cooperation and 

commitment to community. 

 

1) First and foremost, at this time, ANYONE exhibiting signs of a fever, cold, or cough should 

absolutely stay away from The Healing Arts Center and self-quaranteen at home.  The 

recommendation from the WA state department of health is that if  you have a fever, cough or 

unexplained shortness of breath and have not been around someone who has been diagnosed 

with COVID-19, you should stay at home away from others for 72 hours until fever is gone and 

symptoms get better. 

 

2) As an additional safety measure, We would like to limit the visitors to the Healing Arts Center 

to practitioners, receptionists, and clients with an appointment.  Visitors to the Center should be 

appointment related only.  (either making an appointment or coming in for an appointment). 

Outside of appointment related interactions, The Center will be closed to other family, friends, 



and visitors.  The Healing Arts Center will no longer act as a place to drop off or pick up items, 

as has been our history.  Other arrangements for this will be made outside the Center for this if 

needed. 

 

3) EVERYONE that enters the building is being asked to wash your hands immediately upon 

entering our clinic. Practitioners, receptionists and clients alike. 

Washing your hands for 20-30 seconds with soap and warm water is the number 1 method of 

prevention of the spread of illness.  We have signs posted on the door requesting this.  In 

addition, receptionists are asked to politely and assertively direct our clients to wash their hands 

upon entering the building.  Please honor this request regardless of your opinion of it. 

 

4) Hand Sanitizer with a 70% alcohol base is available at the Center at several locations and in 

every treatment room as a second line of defence to washing your hands. 

It is NOT meant to replace the washing of your hands.  It is handy after you’ve already washed 

and then engage in the touching of multiple surfaces again.   

 

5) Receptionists are as important as ever.  They are our first line of interaction on the phone and 

with everyone that enters the door.  We sThey will be helping with disinfecting frequently 

touched surfacess(doorknobs, phones, sinks, bathroom surfaces, computer, light switches, 

etc)We will have a bleach water spray available to use on the doorknobs, water dispenser, 

desktop, pens and pencils, chair handles, toilet and sink areas and the table in reception 

area.  Receptionists will spray down several times a day.  It is recommended that the spray sits 

on the surface for 4 minutes.  Gloves will be made available for our receptionists to use with the 

bleach spray and paper towels and kleenex will be used for wiping.  

Although we are encouraging receptionists to keep their shifts and join our efforts to keep our 

center open, safe, and clean, we are absolutely placing their safety above all else.  There may be 

days where recetionists are unavailable. 

 

6) We are now disinfecting rooms after each use rather than once at the end of the day. Surfaces 

will be wiped down after each client include face cradles, face cushions, massage stools, and 

doorknobs.  If a blanket is being used on top of sheets with a client, it will not be used again 

with another.  Blankets will be washed each time.  Even better, keep room warmer than usual 

and provide only sheets and limit the amount at additional props and accessories (More surface 

areas) with your clients.  Do NOT dip in and out of containers of oil or massage creams that you 

have used with a previous client. 

 

7) Disposable cups are being offered in our lobby for tea and water.  Water will be given if 

clients request, rather than our usual offering of water already in the room at the beginning of an 

appointment   

 

8) I am limiting my own interactions to my place of work, home and the outdoors.  Keeping 

myself and my family protected if my number one concern along with of course providing for 

them through my massage business. 

 

If you would like to be in touch, it would be best to do so through this email or my cell phone 

number: 360-298-6102 



 

If you've made it this far, thank you so much for your support over the years. 

I have the best and most satisfying job I can imagine.  I am filled with gratitude that I have been 

able to make a successful carreer doing what I truly love.  I look forward to seeing you all 

sometime and someday again. 

 

Much love and prayers, 

Christopher 
 


